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Introduction

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, CAS: 76-05-1, Scheme 1) is a simple fluorinated derivative of the most elementary organic building block, acetic acid. Characterised by its strong acidity (pKₐ 0.23 at 25 °C in H₂O), TFA is a colourless liquid at standard temperature and pressure with a density of 1.480 g/mL and relatively low boiling point of 71.8 °C.¹

Scheme 1 The trifluoroacetyl group highlighted in red and its most common forms as a synthetic reagent.

Table 1 Use of Trifluoroacetic Acid (TFA)

(A) Installation and removal of protecting groups:
TFA is widely used for the installation and removal of protecting groups by acidic condensation and hydrolysis, respectively.¹ It is commonly employed for the condensation of mono- and di-alcohols with trichloroacetimidates, carbonyls and acetals to yield ether and acetal protecting groups. It is also used for the catalytic or stoichiometric removal of acetals, benzyl ethers, silyl ethers, tert-butoxycar-bonate esters and tert-butyl ethers and esters. TFA is often applied in the final stages of solid-phase peptide synthesis for the global removal of protecting groups and scission of peptide substrates from solid supports.³ This can also activate and encourage folding of the secondary and tertiary peptide structure. The trifluoroacetate ester itself can be installed as a non-enolisable acetyl protecting group for alcohols, amines and thiols.⁴ It is typically introduced by the condensation of trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA) or ethyl trifluoroacetate and removed by base hydrolysis or transesterification.
(B) Cyclisation reactions and multi-bond forming processes:
A high level of acidity and solubility in both organic and aqueous solvents makes TFA an ideal reagent to activate polarised functional groups and promote the generation of organic cations in solution, which can encourage cyclisation reactions, rearrangements and multi-bond forming processes. One of the most notable examples of this is the acid-catalysed π-cation cyclisation of polynes in the synthesis of steroid ring systems. More recently, a total synthesis of the non-opioid analgesic conolidine was realised in a tandem imine condensation and intramolecular Mannich reaction catalysed by TFA. In another example, the unsaturated furanyliide core structure of the polyketide metabolites gracilooether B, C and spongisoritin A was constructed in a biomimetic cyclisation–dehydration cascade.

(C) Dehydrating agent:
Due to the stability and non-nucleophilic character of trifluoroacetate, elimination of β-hydroxy carbonyls to α,β-unsaturated systems is easily effectuated with TFPA under mildly basic or neutral conditions. Whitehead was able to access derivatives of the manzamone polyketide metabolites in a biomimetic dehydrative dimerisation of (±)-untenone A by the addition of TFPA followed by a range of external nucleophiles.

(D) Fragmentation:
Detrifluoroacetylative fragmentation, similar to the decarboxylation of β-keto acids, facilitates the formation of fluorinated enolate nucleophiles, which can participate in aldol reactions and α-halogenation under exceptionally mild conditions. Aldol reactions assisted by pendant trifluoroacetate groups have also been developed to effect olefination yielding α,β-unsaturated carbonyl systems.

(E) Transition-metal catalysis and oxidation reactions:
Trifluoroacetate is used extensively as a counterion in transition-metal catalysis and is often used for stoichiometric activation of DMSO in Swern–Moffat oxidations. Recently, palladium(II) trifluoroacetate effected a Wacker–Heck cascade to establish the chroman framework of vitamin E, an effective procedure for the oxidative coupling of indoles with thallium(III) trifluoroacetate was developed, and a novel DMSO-mediated oxidation of isonitriles to isocyanates was demonstrated with catalytic TFPA.
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